General Guidelines in the Management of an Obstetrical Patient on the Labor and Delivery Unit during the COVID-19 Pandemic
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Abstract

Novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a respiratory tract infection that was first identified in China. Since its emergence in December 2019, the virus has rapidly spread, transcending geographic barriers. The World Health Organization and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have declared COVID-19 as a public health crisis. Data regarding COVID-19 in pregnancy is limited, consisting of case reports and small cohort studies. However, obstetric patients are not immune from the current COVID-19 pandemic, and obstetric care will inevitably be impacted by the current epidemic. As such, clinical protocols and practice on labor and delivery units must adapt to optimize the safety of patients and health care workers and to better conserve health care resources. In this commentary, we provide suggestions to meet these goals without impacting maternal or neonatal outcomes.
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Key Points

• Novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a pandemic.
• COVID-19 impacts care of obstetric patients.
• Health care should be adapted for the COVID-19 pandemic.

The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a rapidly disseminating respiratory tract infection that was first identified in the Hubei province of central China.1–4 Since its emergence in December 2019, COVID-19 has transcended barriers of geography, age, race, and sex. In January 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared that the epidemic is a public health emergency of international concern.1,3

With the increase in reported cases, COVID-19 has become increasingly relevant to obstetricians.5,6 However, there is little data regarding COVID-19 in pregnancy.6–9 In the absence of strong data, it is important to make decisions on clinical judgment and with common sense. In this commentary, we suggest practical changes to prepare for the potential effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on our health care resources, particularly on labor and delivery. The goals of these recommendations are two folds: (1) to minimize hospital length of stay and (2) to minimize the exposure of potentially infected patients to health care workers.
The following are recommendations to achieve the above desired goals in the obstetrical population without adversely affecting maternal or perinatal outcomes. These recommendations are not made in a vacuum but reflect input from experts across the country and a review of current literature.

**Background on Coronavirus**

Coronaviruses are single-stranded RNA, enveloped viruses. They are transmitted primarily through respiratory droplets and direct contact. Diagnosis of COVID-19 is primarily through viral nucleic acid detection using real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Serology as a diagnostic procedure should be used only if RT-PCR is not available. Other diagnostic signs include lymphopenia, elevated C-reactive protein, elevated liver transaminases, and radiographic findings consistent with pneumonia. COVID-19 has variable clinical presentations. Symptoms are typically mild and may include fever, fatigue, anorexia, headache, cough, rhinorrhea, nasal congestion, sore throat, shortness of breath, nausea, emesis, or diarrhea. Approximately 14% of affected individuals develop severe disease requiring hospitalization.

Theoretically, pregnant women may be more susceptible to general and severe COVID-19 morbidity due to physiologic and immunologic changes in pregnancy as evidenced by experiences with other coronaviruses. Case reports and cohorts of pregnant women with COVID-19 typically involve mild symptoms such as fever or cough. An association between COVID-19 in pregnancy and preterm rupture of membranes, preterm delivery, intrapartum fetal heart rate abnormalities, such as tachycardia, and cesarean delivery are also suggested by limited publications. Zeng et al reported three neonates from a cohort of 33 patients who may have been infected with severe acute respiratory syndrome–coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) in utero from mothers with COVID-19. Evidence for transmission was based on elevated immunoglobulin (Ig)-M antibody values in blood drawn from the neonates following birth. No infant specimen had a positive reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction test result; therefore, there was no virologic evidence for congenital infection in these cases to support the serologic suggestion of in utero transmission. A second study of six known COVID-19–positive mothers and their infants showed similar results. However, several other studies have not demonstrated any evidence of vertical transmission of COVID-19.

There are no current coronavirus-specific vaccines or therapeutics available. In the absence of vaccines or targeted therapy, management of COVID-19 in pregnancy must focus on prevention. Pregnant women should be advised to avoid unnecessary travel, group events, public transportation, and contact with symptomatic individuals.

**General Considerations on Labor and Delivery during COVID-19 Pandemic**

**Screen All Patients and Visitors on Labor and Delivery**

All patients presenting for triage or scheduled delivery should be screened for symptoms of COVID-19 by staff at time of presentation to labor and delivery. The number of entry points to labor and delivery should be limited to ensure all patients and visitors are screened. Women should be evaluated for signs or symptoms of COVID-19. If a patient calls the hospital prior to arrival, screening should occur over the phone to best prepare and allocate resources prior to the patient’s arrival.

**Limit Visitors on Labor and Delivery**

Current data suggest that person-to-person transmission most commonly occurs during close contact with infected individuals, primarily through respiratory droplets. Not all individuals infected are symptomatic, and therefore may not be identified through screening upon entry to the hospital or the labor and delivery unit. Therefore, there should be limited visitation on labor and delivery. No visitors should be allowed for persons under investigation (PUI) or COVID-19-positive patients. For all other patients on labor and delivery during the current pandemic, institutions could consider one visitor at time of delivery. However, for those areas of the country with a significant COVID-19 burden, a universal no visitation policy may be more advantageous.

**Isolate PUIs or COVID-19-Positive Patients**

Women with symptoms suggestive of COVID-19 should be immediately isolated. For those with confirmed testing, patients should be placed in a negative pressure room. If negative pressure rooms are not available, then patients should be placed in isolated rooms away from other occupied rooms. Isolation room filtration systems, such as the high-efficiency particulate absorbing (HEPA) units, can also be utilized to create portable, negative pressure rooms when options are otherwise limited. Movement of both PUIs and confirmed positive patients should be limited throughout the facility. Personnel involved in patient care should be limited to only those necessary.

**Use Personal Protective Equipment with PUIs or COVID-19-Positive Patients**

Standard respiratory precautions should be utilized in all areas of labor and delivery by providers, patients, and visitors. All health care professionals caring for PUIs or confirmed COVID-19–positive patients should use appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE). Droplet and contact precautions (including face shield or goggles, surgical mask, gown, and gloves) should be used for all clinical interactions in agreement with Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines. N95 masks should be used whenever an aerosolizing procedure is being performed or likely to be performed on a patient with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 such as cesarean delivery, postpartum hemorrhage requiring transfer to the operating room, or intubation. All patients and visitors should be encouraged to wear surgical masks at all times, but particularly those with suspected or confirmed infection.
Delivery Planning on Labor and Delivery during COVID-19 Pandemic

Creation of Designated Delivery Locations for PUIs or COVID-19-Positive Patients
A designated room with negative pressure capabilities should be reserved for PUIs or COVID-19-positive patients. A negative pressure operating room for pregnant women who warrant cesarean delivery with suspected or confirmed infection should also be established in advance of need. Special consideration should also be made to ensure there is a designated isolation room for newborns of mothers with suspected or confirmed infection in close proximity of delivery or operating room. If negative pressure rooms are not available, then patients should be placed in isolated rooms away from other occupied rooms. HEPA units can also be considered for the prevention of the spread of airborne viral organisms.24–26

Mode of Delivery
Mode of delivery should continue to be individualized based on obstetric indications.

Continue to Utilize Scheduled Cesarean Deliveries
As long as there is an appropriate indication and it is performed at the appropriate gestational age, scheduled cesarean deliveries should not be delayed based on the COVID-19 pandemic. This procedure efficiently moves the patient through the delivery process allowing the patient and her newborn to be discharged in a timely fashion. Consideration can be given to day 2 postpartum discharge if the patient is stable and has adequate home resources. If a patient who is COVID-19-positive has a scheduled cesarean delivery for unrelated medical indications, a negative pressure operating room should be utilized as described above. If a PUI or COVID-19-positive patient is requiring medical treatment due to COVID-19 complications, the cesarean delivery may need to be postponed to optimize respiratory status prior to procedure. The mother should always be stabilized prior to delivery. Anesthesia, maternal-fetal medicine, and neonatology should be involved in the preoperative planning of any PUI or COVID-19-positive patient to ensure all necessary resources are available in advance.

Review of Nonmedically Indicated Inductions (Elective)
There should be some consideration of delaying elective inductions with a poor Bishop’s score. While the cesarean section rate was not increased with induction at 39 weeks in A Randomized Trial of Induction Versus Expectant Management (ARRIVE), it did establish that time to delivery and length of stay were increased.28 An extended induction, even with successful vaginal delivery, increases exposure time for both patients, and staff. Medically or obstetrically indicated inductions, however, should not be delayed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Potential indications for delivery with severe COVID-19 infection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal indications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrauterine infection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disseminated intravascular coagulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic or renal failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromised cardiopulmonary function due to uterine size or peritoneal fluid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compartment syndrome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe adult respiratory distress syndrome or barotrauma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiopulmonary arrest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal Indications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fetal demise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age associated with low neonatal morbidity or mortality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Decision for Delivery in Patients with Severe COVID-19 Infection in the Third Trimester
The decision for delivery in the setting of severe COVID-19 infection is challenging. The increased oxygen consumption and reduced functional residual capacity of pregnancy predisposes to rapid deterioration of both maternal and fetal status when combined with the physiologic changes associated with severe infection. The decision for delivery should take into consideration gestational age, maternal status, and fetal status. Importantly, stabilizing the mother prior to emergent delivery for fetal indications is imperative. Through stabilization of the mother, the fetus’ status will likely improve.29 Clinical scenarios for which delivery is likely indicated to maximize resuscitative efforts in cases of severe COVID-19 complicated by sepsis and septic shock, are presented in Table 1. Of note, uterine distention secondary to multifetal gestations, macrosomia, and polyhydramnios among other processes can result in compromised cardiopulmonary function due to diaphragm displacement. In such patients with compromised cardiopulmonary dysfunction that requires intubation, delivery at 32 weeks should be considered and decision balanced with benefits of pregnancy continuation following consultation with neonatology.

Conservative Management of PPROM after 32 to 34 Weeks of Gestation
The potential benefits of additional in utero time for preterm prelabor rupture of membranes (PPROM) must be balanced in light of current COVID-19 pandemic circumstances and known adverse outcomes in patients with PPROM such as chorioamnionitis, placental abruption, cord prolapse, cord compression, or uteroplacental insufficiency.30 Despite the recent randomized control trial of singletons between 34.0/7 and 36.0/7 weeks with PPROM by Morris et al demonstrating no increased risk of neonatal sepsis or composite neonatal morbidity (sepsis, mechanical ventilation ≥24 hours, stillbirth, or neonatal death), in the current setting, there are additional risks associated with
extended hospital stays to be considered for patients.\textsuperscript{31} Additionally, this trial also demonstrated increased maternal morbidity, such as hemorrhage and infection, associated with expectant management of PPROM after 34 weeks that would further increase exposure to different medical personnel, movement between different hospital settings (i.e., labor, operating room, and intensive care unit), and overall length of stay.\textsuperscript{31} As median latency following PPROM is <7 days, particularly after 29 to 30 weeks, the potential benefits of expectant management beyond 34 weeks may be mitigated by the development of associated adverse outcomes and continued hospitalization during the COVID-19 pandemic.\textsuperscript{31–33} A case could also be made for induction at 32 weeks of gestation based on the perinatal outcomes from previous studies following consultation with neonatology.\textsuperscript{34–36} Pasquier et al conducted a randomized control trial of 139 women with PPROM between 28\textsuperscript{0/7} and 31\textsuperscript{6/7} weeks and allocated them to either expectant management with delivery at 34 weeks or delivery 24 hours after completion of steroid course.\textsuperscript{35} This study found no significant differences in neonatal outcomes between groups. A second randomized control trial conducted by Cox and Leveno of 129 women with PPROM between 30 and 34 weeks had similar results.\textsuperscript{36}

**Intrapartum Management**

**When Possible, Limit Frequency and Duration of Room Visits and Number of Cervical Exams**

As the primary risk factor for infection with COVID-19 is close contact with infected individuals, limiting frequency and duration of exposure is key in prevention for medical professionals.\textsuperscript{3,21} This involves limiting unnecessary time in rooms and reducing the number of digital cervical exams (by both nurses and physicians) when possible. For uncomplicated labor patients, exams should be spaced to limit the number of providers in direct contact with patients. Ultrasound assessments should be limited and utilized only when likely to alter clinical management.

**Shortening the Second Stage of Labor**

Although there has been a recent trend to allow a longer second stage of labor in hope of reducing the cesarean delivery rate due to failure to progress in the second stage, a prolonged second stage may be ill advised during the COVID-19 pandemic due to an increased risk of respiratory secretion exposures to visitors and medical personnel.\textsuperscript{37} As such, it may be prudent to resume previous recommendations of a 1-hour second stage in a multiparous patient without an epidural (2 hours with an epidural) and a 2-hour second stage in a nulliparous patient without an epidural (3 hours with an epidural). Consideration should also be given to shortening the second stage with an operative vaginal delivery in those patients that meet prerequisites including a fully dilated cervix, fetal head engagement, low fetal station, adequate clinical pelvimetry, and patient consent.

**When Possible, Do Not Encourage Active Pushing During Second Stage of Labor**

If possible, active pushing during the second stage of labor should be minimized. Deep breathing and maternal expulsion efforts may increase visitor and personnel exposure to the patient’s respiratory secretions. The pushing process, therefore, potentiates the risk of transmission to those in the room, particularly the nurses and physicians. As such, every effort should be made to “labor down” patients as much as feasibly possible. However, the patient should not be discouraged to push if she has a strong urge to push.

**Avoidance of Delayed Cord Clamping**

As previously discussed, two recent cohort studies suggest the possibility of COVID-19 vertical transmission.\textsuperscript{17,18} While several other studies have not shown these results, we must remain cautious without definitive data.\textsuperscript{5,7,8,19–21} As such, we recommend avoidance of delayed cord clamping given the potential increased risk of viral transmission to the newborn.

**Avoid Aggressive Fluid Hydration**

Individuals on labor and delivery, particularly PUIs or confirmed COVID-19-positive cases, should be cautiously treated with intravenous (IV) fluids. Aggressive hydration can worsen oxygenation status.\textsuperscript{4} Further, although normal saline and lactated Ringer’s are excellent choices for IV fluid in a patient for which delivery is anticipated, the additional sodium load can predispose patients to pulmonary congestion. If IV fluids are required in a patient for which delivery is not anticipated, IV fluids with reduced sodium load (1/4-normal saline or 1/2-normal saline) should be considered.

**Avoid Use of Maternal Oxygen Therapy for Fetal Resuscitative Purposes**

Several studies have demonstrated that the use of oxygen face and nonrebreather masks can cause aerosolization of respiratory secretions, thereby increasing viral transmission.\textsuperscript{38–40} On labor and delivery, maternal oxygen supplementation has historically been used for intrapartum resuscitation of non reassuring fetal heart rate tracings. However, available evidence has not suggested any neonatal benefit to intrapartum maternal oxygen supplementation.\textsuperscript{41,42} Rather, some trials have suggested risks to the neonate including prolonged resuscitation and acidemia.\textsuperscript{43–45} In light of the increased risk of viral transmission and lack of proven fetal benefit of maternal oxygenation for fetal resuscitation, we suggest use of maternal oxygen therapy for treatment of maternal hypoxia and limiting its use for fetal resuscitation. We recognize that this may be a difficult change. Therefore, we suggest a physician review the fetal heart rate tracing prior to administration of supplemental oxygen therapy in all patients. Maternal oxygen supplementation should be reserved for patients with fetal bradycardia, prolonged, recurrent, or persistent decelerations, or other situations with a severely abnormal fetal heart rate tracing with the suspected hypoxia.
Limited Use of Antenatal Corticosteroids beyond 34 Weeks or Rescue Dosing

For women <34 weeks who are candidates for an initial course of antenatal corticosteroids (ACS), we should follow current practices and administer ACS as indicated. However, use of ACS after 34 weeks or as a rescue course should be reconsidered during the current COVID-19 pandemic. Data regarding the benefits of late preterm steroids remain mixed. Some studies support improved respiratory outcomes for infants administered steroids in the late preterm period, while others do not show these improved outcomes and instead demonstrate an increased risk of adverse outcomes, such as neonatal hypoglycemia and sepsis. Data regarding rescue course of steroids is similarly inconsistent. Given these inconsistencies regarding perinatal benefit to late preterm and rescue ACS, as well as the suppression of the maternal immune response associated with steroid administration, we recommend all late preterm antenatal steroids and rescue courses to be withheld during the pandemic. For PUIs or COVID-19-positive women, we should evaluate the risk and benefits of any steroid administration on a case-by-case basis. For these individuals, the risk/benefit ratio for ACS would suggest the benefits do not seem to outweigh the risks of facilitating or worsening COVID-19 infection. Patients with unstable conditions including but not limited to eclampsia, pulmonary edema, acute respiratory distress syndrome or barotrauma, disseminated intravascular coagulation, suspected abruptio placenta, or nonreassuring fetal heart rate tracings should be delivered regardless of the benefit of corticosteroids following maternal stabilization. However, the decision to deliver should be individualized with involvement of maternal-fetal medicine, intensivists, and neonatology.

Be Judicious in Magnesium Sulfate Use on Labor and Delivery

Magnesium sulfate is a widely used medication on labor and delivery. It is usually recommended for neuroprotection for extremely premature fetuses (<32 weeks) and for seizure prophylaxis in patients with preeclampsia. However, magnesium is not without risks. One major, albeit uncommon, side effect is respiratory depression. This can have serious implications for maternal outcomes, particularly for PUIs and known COVID-19-positive patients with an already compromised respiratory status. As such, the benefits of magnesium sulfate for neuroprotection and seizure prophylaxis should be weighed against the risks to the maternal respiratory function in light of gestational age and maternal respiratory status. The Society for Maternal Fetal Medicine (SMFM) has suggested that a single 4-g bolus dose of magnesium sulfate may serve as an alternative to usual dosing in the setting of mild respiratory distress with caution of any use in those with moderate-to-severe respiratory distress. This is appropriate in the case of impending delivery in pregnancies at <31 weeks. For patients with preeclampsia without severe features or gestational hypertension, magnesium sulfate therapy should not to be administered. In those with severe features, however, magnesium sulfate prophylaxis is indicated. As suggested by the results of the Magpie trial, an IV loading dose of 4-g magnesium sulfate over 15 to 20 minutes followed by an IV maintenance dose of 1 g/h could be used rather than a traditional higher loading dose (6 g) or maintenance dose (2 g/h).

Clinical Trials during the COVID-19 Pandemic

Providing informed consent for randomized trials requires extensive patient interactions with research and clinical staff. For studies that are not directly related to the treatment or management of COVID-19, a delay in studies until resolution of the current pandemic may be prudent.

Postpartum NSAID Use for PUIs or COVID-19-Positive Patients

There is limited data regarding use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) in the COVID-19 population. Some reports have suggested NSAIDs may exacerbate symptoms of COVID-19. This is largely based on data regarding other respiratory infections. The primary mechanism through which NSAIDs are hypothesized to impact COVID-19-positive patients is through inhibition of cyclooxygenases. However, there remains no evidence that NSAIDs worsen disease outcomes in COVID-19 patients. Further, some studies have actually suggested a benefit to NSAID use. A 2006 study demonstrated that indomethacin may actually have antiviral activity against the SARS-CoV. Given the lack of conclusive data regarding NSAID use in COVID-19, as well as limited analgesic options postpartum, we recommend continued use as clinically indicated.

15-Methyl Prostaglandin F2α Use in PUI or COVID-19-Positive Patients

The 15-Methyl prostaglandin F2α is a commonly utilized uterotonic for postpartum hemorrhage. It should be used cautiously in patients with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 infection due to its ability to increase pulmonary vascular resistance. It is therefore contraindicated in patients with active respiratory disease, such as those with severe COVID-19 infection.

VTE Prophylaxis in PUI or COVID-19-Positive Patients

For COVID-19-positive patients or PUIs undergoing inpatient evaluation and treatment, venous thromboembolism (VTE) prophylaxis should be considered. These patients have risk factors for VTE including limited ambulation, pregnant or postpartum status, and infection among other individualized risk factors. As the clinical presentation of pulmonary embolism can mimic respiratory distress associated with severe COVID-19 infection, this should be considered in the
differential of PUIs, particularly those with hypoxia. Unless otherwise medically indicated, VTE prophylaxis can be discontinued for PUIs or COVID-19-positive patients upon discharge.

**Call for a Cautious Approach to Care on Labor and Delivery**

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, health care professionals must seek ways to adapt their clinical practice to protect patients, themselves, and health care resources. While the health care system in the United States has minimized elective encounters and procedures at large, obstetricians are in a unique position. The birthing process cannot be considered elective. As such, labor and delivery cannot be scaled down in the same manner as other units within the hospital. However, through thoughtful, deliberate planning and feasible changes in approach to care, we can make a difference in both exposure of potentially infected patients to health care workers and in reducing length of stay without impacting perinatal outcomes.

Despite the limited data regarding COVID-19 in pregnancy, it is important to make changes in clinical practice that consider the current health care climate. It is our belief that implementation of the above recommendations will protect patients and health care workers while also conserving health care resources.

Following are our recommendations summarized:

- Screen and limit all patients and visitors on the labor and delivery unit.
- Health care workers should use appropriate PPE on labor and delivery units.
- PUIs and COVID-19-positive patients should be isolated in compliance with CDC guidelines.
- Scheduled cesarean deliveries and medical inductions should not be delayed.
- Scheduling elective inductions with a poor Bishop’s score at 39 weeks should be reconsidered.
- We should limit the frequency and duration of room visits and cervical exams during uncomplicated labor.
- Efforts should be made to shorten the second stage of labor.
- Active pushing during the second stage of labor should not be encouraged.
- Delayed cord clamping should be avoided until additional information is available regarding vertical transmission of COVID-19.
- Avoid aggressive fluid hydration and maternal oxygen therapy during labor.
- Maternal and fetal status should be balanced with clinical circumstances to make an individualized decision for delivery in a severe COVID-19-positive patient during the third trimester.
- Expectant management of PPROM after 32<sup>0/7</sup> to 34<sup>0/7</sup> weeks should be avoided, if possible.
- Use of late preterm and rescue antenatal corticosteroids should be limited.
- The respiratory status of patients should be considered prior to administration of magnesium sulfate.
- Suspension of clinical trials pending resolution of the current pandemic should be considered.
- NSAIDS should be used as clinically indicated postpartum.
- 15-Methyl prostaglandin F<sub>2α</sub> should be avoided in PUIs and COVID-19-positive patients.
- Consider VTE prophylaxis in PUI or COVID-19-Positive Patients.
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